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Abstract. In this paper, I present

and discuss results from a cli

mate model simulation of the id

dle Earth of elves, dwarves, and

hobbits and not forgetting wiz

ards such as myself. These are put

into context by also present

ing simulations of the climate

of the odern Earth of humans,

and of the Dinosaur Earth, when

dinosaurs ruled the Earth 65 mil

lion years ago.

Several aspects of the iddle

Earth simulation are discussed, in

cluding the importance of pre

vailing wind drection for elvish

sailing boats, the effect of heat

and drought on the vegetation

of ordor, and the rainshadow ef

fects of the isty ountains. I also

identify those places in the od

ern Earth which have the most

similar climate to the regions

of The Shire and ordor.

The importance of assessing cli

mate sensitivity the response of

the Earth to a doubling of atmo

spheric carbon dioxide concentra

tions is discussed, including the

utility of modelling and recon

structing past climate change

over timescales of millions of

years. I also discuss the role of

the IntergovernmentalInterking

dom Panel on limate hange IP in

assessing climate change, and the

responsibilities placed on policy

makers.

1 Introduction

omputer models of the atmo

sphere, land surface, and ocean

are routinely used to provide

forecasts of the weather and cli

mate of the Earth. They are based

on our best theoretical under

standing of fluid motion, physics,

chemistry, and biology, written in

the form of equations, and then

converted into a form which can

be solved by a computer.

limate models and models used

to make weather forecasts are

very similar to each other, ex

cept that climate models typ

ically simulate longer periods

of time than weather models

years to centuries as opposed

to days to weeks, and therefore,

due to limits on computer time

and power, make predictions at

a lower spatial resolution typi

cal scale of hundreds of kilome

ters as opposed to kilometers.

limate model predictions are an

integral part of political and

societal planning for the com

ing decades to centuries, and

the recent report from the In

tergovernmental Panel on limate

hange IP summarises many of these

future predictions .
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ecause climate models are based

on fundamental scientific under

standing, they can be applied

to many situations. They are not

designed solely for simulating

the climate of the modern Earth,

and, in theory, the same under

lying science should apply to

any time period in the past. The

only caveat is that in order to

simulate climates different from

modern, the user must provide

some boundary conditions maps or

variables which are not predicted

by the model. Examples include

spatial maps of the height of

the global terrain topography

and ocean depth bathymetry, char

acteristics of rocks and soils,

and concentrations of key at

mospheric constituents, such as

ozone and carbon dioxide 2. In

addition, key parameters such as

the strength of the sun, and

the radius and the rotation rate

of the planet, also need to be

provided to the model.

Adapting the model to simulate

past time periods is potentially

very powerful because, in theory,

we can know the right answer

from observations, and test the

performance of the models by com

paring their results with these

observations. For time periods

prior to humans making careful

observations of the weather, we

rely on indirect observations of

many aspects of past climates,

such as information from tree

rings and ice cores, and fossils

of plants and animals. However,

provided that we understand the

uncertainties and errors in these

proxy records of past climate

change, and provided we also un

derstand and account for uncer

tainties in the boundary condi

tions we apply to the model,

we can make use of past peri

ods going back millions of years,

to time periods when the Earth

looked very different from the

modern.

In addition, by varying the

topographybathymetry, the rota

tion rate and radius of the

planet, and density of the at

mosphere, we can, in theory, use

climate models to simulate any

planet, real or imagined.

In this paper I present three

climate model simulations, of the

odern preindustrialised Earth, of

the Dinosaur Earth a time period

called the ate retaceous, about

65 million years ago, just prior

to the extinction event which

killed off the dinosaurs, and id

dle Earth the land of hobbits,

elves, dwarves, wizards, and orcs.

The aims of this paper are three

fold:

1 To demonstrate the flexibility

of climate models, arising from

their basis in fundamental science.

2 To present the modelled cli

mate of iddle Earth, and provide

some lighthearted discussion and

interpretations.

3 To discuss the strengths and

limitations of climate models in

general, by discussing ways in

which the iddle Earth simulations

could be improved.

2 odel description

I use a climate model developed

at the U et ffice, Had3, which is

capable of simulating the atmo

sphere, ocean, and land surface.

In common with most climate mod

els, Had3 represents the world in

gridbox form, with a 3dimensional

network of boxes covering the

surface and layered to extend

up to the top of the atmosphere

and down to the bottom of the

ocean depths. The size of eaach

box is 3.75 degrees of longitude

by 2.5 degrees of latitude, with

a height dependent on the dis

tance from the Earths surface

boxes situated near the sur

face of the Earth have a smaller

height than those at the top of

the atmosphere or bottom of the
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ocean. This results in a matrix of

boxes covering the world, with 96

boxes in the estEast direction,

73 boxes in orthSouth direction,

20 boxes deep in the ocean, and

19 high in the atmosphere a to

tal of more than a quarter of a

million boxes, although not all

are used as some are effectively

below the sea floor.

In this matrix, the fundamental

equations of fluid motion in the

atmosphere and ocean are formu

lated and solved, with the ad

ditional complication that the

Earth is spinning on its axis. En

ergy is added to the system due

to absorption of light and heat

radiation emitted by the Sun, and

energy leaves the system through

emission of heat or reflection

of light radiation into space.

All variables in the model can

be considered as average values

over the volume of each grid

box, and so the climate model

can not provide any information

at a spatial scale smaller than

one gridbox so, for example, al

though it makes sense to talk

about the modelled climate of

the U, or ordor, the model can

not give information about ris

tol, or ree. However, in reality

there are many processes which oc

cur at a finer spatial scale than

that of a single gridbox. As such,

models include parameterisations

of subgridscale processes, such as

cloud formation, and smallscale

atmospheric turbulence, or eddies

in the ocean. It is the represen

tation of these subgridscale pro

cesses which brings uncertainty

into climate modelling the equa

tions of fluid motion and ther

modynamics themselves have been

known and understood for sev

eral centuries. As well as the

atmosphere and ocean, the model

includes a representation of the

land and ocean surface, including

processes associated with seaice,

soil moisture, and, in our partic

ular version of the model, the

growth and distribution of veg

etation.

The model is given an initial

state of all the variables which

it predicts for example temper

ature, pressure, wind speed, snow

cover, ocean density, and then

the model is run forward in

time, in steps of typically 10

to 30 minutes. eather systems de

velop and evolve, rain falls, the

seasons come and go, and years

of modeltime pass for my model,

one year of modeltime typically

takes about 2 hours of realtime.

Finally, the weather predicted

by the model in the final years

or decades of the simulation are

averaged, resulting in a model

predicted climatology the cli

mate, or average weather, pre

dicted by the model.

Had3 is a relatively complex

model, known as a eneral ircula

tion odel, or . However, it is

not a stateoftheart model, and

includes less processes and has

fewer gridboxes i.e. runs at lower

resolution than more recent mod

els, such as those used in the

most recent IP report . However,

it is useful for my purposes, as

its relative efficiency of compu

tation means that it can be run

for a sufficiently long time to

reach an equilibrium, given that

the initial state I put the model

into may be quite different from

the final predicted climate.

3 Experimental design

In this paper I present results

from 3 climate model simulations

using Had3. The first is a simula

tion of the Earth during the

period prior to largescale indus

trialisation for sake of argument,

the period 18001850. I call this sim

ulation odern Earth. The second

simulation, Dinosaur Earth, is of

the period just prior to the

extinction of the dinosaurs the

ate retaceous, ∼65 million years
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Fig. 1. High resolution map of topog

raphy and bathymetry for the iddle

Earth simulation, shown in units of

metres. This world is known as The

Second Age of Arda. The model runs

over the whole world, but results

are discussed only for the region

known as iddle Earth shown with a

red rectangle.

ago, and the third, iddle Earth,

is of the climate of iddle Earth.

The model setups for these

three simulations are very similar.

The only important differences

are the boundary conditions.

For odern Earth, I use the stan

dard preindustrial global bound

ary conditions, provided by the

U et ffice, which are derived

from observations of the modern

continental configuration of the

Earth, topography, bathymetry,

and landsurface characteristics.

This simulation uses a 2 concen

tration of 0.28 280 parts per

million, or 280 ppm of the to

tal atmosphere, a value which is

obtained by extracting bubbles

of preindustrial atmosphere from

200yearold ice below the surface

in Antarctica. It is worth not

ing that icecores long tubes of

ice extracted from kilometers

into the ice allow us to recon

struct the 2 concentration of

the Earth back to 800,000 years

ago. This shows that during natu

ral cycles of 2 and climate varia

tion, between ice ages and warmer

interglacials such as the Earth

has been in for the last ∼6000
years, the 2 concentration varies

between 180 and 280 ppm. The cur

rent 2 concentration on Earth

is 397 ppm, which is well outside

this natural range, a result of

the burning of fossil fuels and

deforestation by humans.

For Dinosaur Earth, the start

ing point is a relatively high

resolution 0.5 degrees of lati

tude by 0.5 degrees of longi

tude map of the topography moun

tain heights and positions and

bathymetry ocean depths of the

ate retaceous ∼65 million years

ago, provided by the geologi

cal consultancy company, etech

www.getech.com. They specialise in

making detailed studies of the

scientific literature, taking into

account information from fossils,

rocks, and ancient deepsea sedi

ments, in order to reconstruct

many aspects of the past state

of the Earth, including topog

raphy and bathymetry. From this

basic topographic map, all nec

essary boundary conditions were

created, at the spatial resolu

tion of the model. As well as

the topography and bathymetry,

these include several landsurface

characteristics such as the soil

reflectivity albedo, the capacity

of the soil to hold moisture,

and the capacity of the soil

and underlying rock to store

heat. The landsurface characteris

tics for Dinosaur Earth were set

to constant values over land

points, typical of globalaverage

modern values.

For iddle Earth, all the spa

tially varying boundary condi

tions are derived from maps and

manuscripts from the exensive

archives in ivendell . The start

ing point is a map of topography

and bathymetry, derived from a

map of the orthern Hemisphere

during the Second Age of Arda
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of which iddle Earth is a rela

tively small region; henceforth,

we use iddle Earth interchange

ably to mean the whole world

of Arda, or the region of Arda

known as iddle Earth. onsiderably

more effort could be made to

faithfully reproduce the draw

ings in these manuscripts. Time con

straints meant that this was not

carried out as fastiduously as was

perhaps required and I had mis

placed my spectacles that day....

In addition, there is a degree

of uncertainty in the mapping of

the original maps onto a spheri

cal world, and it is likely that

other equallyvalid, or better

solutions could be found, which

could influence the results. Fi

nally, many of the legends asso

ciated with iddle Earth such as

the discovery and final destruc

tion of the ne ing actually took

place in the Third Age here I

assume that the climates of these

two Ages were similar.

Each surface gridbox in the

model is assigned a height above

sealevel, calculated from the

average topography within the

region of that gridbox. The

foothills of mountainous regions

were assigned a height above sea

level of 2000 metres, the moun

tains themselves a height of 4000

metres, rivers a height of 100 me

tres, and all other continental

regions a height of 300 metres.

In addition, a small random value

was added to the assigned height

above sealevel of each surface

gridbox, in order to represent

small features not drawn in the

original maps. The ocean depth

was deepened progressively away

from the coast, to a maximum

depth below sealevel of 4000 me

tres. A decision had to be made

of how to wrap the apparently

flat, circular world of iddle

Earth onto the sphere required

by the climate model. I chose

the relatively simple solution

of a straightforward direct map

ping of the circular iddle Earth

onto an equallatitudelongitude

grid. The missing corner regions

were set to be oceans. The re

sulting global map, at a resolu

tion of 0.5 degrees longitude by

0.5 degrees latitude, is shown in

Figure . I set the initial vege

tation distribution to be shrubs

everywhere on iddle Earth; this

distribution evolved during the

simulation see Figure for the

final vegetation disgtribution in

the simulation.

The global topography, at the

resolution of the climate model,

for all three simulations, is shown

in Figure .

The odern Earth simulation was

run for more than 1000 years. The

Dinosaur Earth simulation was run

for ∼500 years, which allows the

surface climate to approach equi

librium. The iddle Earth simula

tion is likely to be relatively

far from equilibrium, having been

run for only 70 years.

In the Dinosar Earth and iddle

Earth simulations, the first 50

years of the simulation have a 2

concentration of 280 ppm, and the

remaining years are at 1120 ppm 4×
preindustrial levels. The high 2

in iddle Earth could be inter

preted as accounting for green

house gas emissions from ount

Doom.

Finally, it should also be noted

that I assume that the radius

of the Earth and iddle Earth

are the same, that they spin at

the same rate and thus have the

same daylength, and that they

spin in the same direction from

my window here in iddle Earth

I can see the sun setting over

the mountains to the west, so

this is a valid assumption. Also, I

assume that the strength of the

sun, combined with the distance

from the Sun to the Earth, and

the tilt of the Earth on its

spin axis, results in an identical

amount and seasonal variation of

sunlight reaching the top of
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the atmosphere in iddle Earth

as it does in Earth.

4 esults

The modelpredicted annual

average temperature, precipi

tation rain and snow, and winter

wind speeddirection and pres

sure, in the region of Europe

and the orth Atlantic for the

odern Earth and Dinosaur Earth

simulations and iddle Earth, are

shown in Figure .

4.1 Preindustrial Simulation, od

ern Earth

The climate of the model of od

ern Earth see Figure a,d,g for

the temperature, precipitation,

and winds and pressure has been

compared to recent meteorolog

ical observations and to other

models in the assessment reports

of the Intergovernmental Panel

on limate hange IP. The model

does a good job of simulating

many aspects of climate, although

compared to more recent models

taking part in the latest IP

report , its simulation of many

aspects of climate is relatively

poor. This is not surprising given

its relatively low resolution com

pared to many models, and given

recent improvements in the rep

resentation of subgridscale pro

cesses, such as those associated

with clouds.

4.2 ate retaceous Simulation, Di

nosaur Earth

The temperature, precipitation,

and windspressure in the reta

ceous simulation is shown in Fig

ures b,e,h. There has been signif

icant continental drift and re

shaping of the ocean sea floor

and other tectonic change since

65 million years ago, and so

the continents in the region

of the orth Atlantic are only

just recognisable. This simulation

is just one in a series of simu

lations that scientists at the

University of ristol have carried

out, covering the last 150 mil

lion years. There is a project,

being led at the University of

ristol, and funded by the atural

Environment esearch ouncil E to

investigate these simulations in

more detail, and carry out addi

tional work to understand the

confidence in their predictions,

and how well they compare with

the proxy climate data from the

geological record that exists

from this time period.

In particular, scientists at ris

tol are interested in the re

lationship between past and fu

ture climate sensitivity. limate

sensitivity is a measure of how

much the Earth warms given an

increase in atmospheric 2 concen

tration. limate sensitivity is a

useful parameter to know because

it summarises in simple terms the

susceptibility of the Earth to

global warming. limate sensitivity

is usually defined as the global

average surface temperature in

crease in degrees entigrade that

would occur if the atmospheric 2

concentration were doubled, and

the Earth equilibrated to a new

temperature the Earth may take

many centuries or even millennia

to fully equilibrate, but most of

the warming is likely to occur in

the first few decades following

the 2 doubling. For more infor

mation on climate sensitivity, see

Section .

4.3 iddle Earth Simulation

The temperature over the land

of iddle Earth is shown in Figure

c.

The relationship between temper

ature and latitude is clear, with

the more northerly regions be

ing relatively cold e.g. the an

nual average temperature is be

low freezing in the far orthern

ingdon of Forodwaith, and the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. odel resolution topography in metres for the simulations of a

odern Earth, b Dinosaur Earth, and c iddle Earth. The black lines show the

outlines of the continents. hite regions are ocean. The red rectangles

show the position of the regions in Figure

more southerly regions warm e.g.

the annual average temperature

is higher than 30◦ in Haradwaith.

In this respect, to a first ap

proximation, the climate of iddle

Earth is similar to that of est

ern Europe and orth Africa. This

is unsurprising because I have as

sumed that iddle Earth is part

of a spherical planet Saruman

tells me this is a ridiculous con

cept; regions near the equator

on a spherical planet face di

rectly towards the sun, whereas

more poleward regions are tilted

at an angle, and therefore re

ceive less sunlight averaged over

the year.

iddle Earth, just like Earth,

spins on an axis which is tilted

relative to the orbit of the

Earth around the sun, so the

land of iddle Earth also has

seasons like the Earth.

High altitude mountainous re

gions for example the isty oun

tains are colder than the sur

rounding lowlying regions. This is

because air temperatures reduce

with increasing altitude, as rising

air has to give up heat energy

in order to expand as it rises.

East of the isty ountains, the

temperature decreases the fur

ther eastwards one travels. This

is because, just as in the European

regions of the Earth, the fur

ther from the ocean the greater

the seasonality i.e. winters be

come colder and summers become

warmer. ut winters cool more than

summers warm, and so annual av

erage temperatures in general

decrease away from the ocean.

The modelpredicted precipita

tion rain and snow over the land

of iddle Earth is shown in Figure

f.

The most striking effect is that

the highest precipitation occurs

over and to the west of the

mountainous regions; i.e. there is

a rain shadow to the east of the

mountainous regions for example,

to the east of the isty ountains.

This is because the prevailing wind

brings moist air from the west

ern oceans onto the continent

of iddle Earth. As the air rises

over the mountains it cools, caus

ing the moisture it was carrying

to condense from vapour into a

liquid, to start forming clouds,

and eventually fall as rain or

snow. n the eastern side of the

mountains the air has lost much

of its moisture and there is less

precipitation.

The regions in the far South of

iddle Earth, in southern ordor

and Haradwaith, are very dry. This

is because these are subtropical

regions, similar to the desert re

gion of the Sahara in the Earth.

The subtropics are dry because

they are in a region where air
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

1

1

(g) (h)

1
1

(i)

Fig. 3. ontours of annualaverage modelled temperature top, units of ◦,

precipitation middle, units of mmday, and surface winds and midatmopshere

pressure geopotential height at 500 mbar, geopotential height in units of

metres in estern Europe left, the retaceous orth Atlantic middle, and

iddle Earth right. The location of these regions in their respective worlds

is shown in Figure . The annualaverages are calculated over the final 30

years of the odern Earth simulation, the final 50 years of the Dinosaur

Earth simulation and the final 10 years of the iddle Earth simulation. The

different lengths of averaging periods should not greatly affect the

results. The thick black lines show the outlines of the continents; thin

black lines are contours of topography. In the top and middle plots,

the ocean is shown in shadesof blue which represent depth.

tends to descend from high alti

tudes, towards the surface. This

is part of a large scale atmo

spheric circulation called the

Hadley ell, in which air rises

in the equatorial regions, moves

away from the equator, and de

scends again in the subtropics.

The descending air supresses rain

fall for the same reason that ris

ing air enhances rainfall the de

scending air warms, and can hold

more water in vapour form as

opposed to liquid form.

The surface windspeed and direc

tion, and midatmospheric pressure

over the land of iddle Earth

is shown in Figure i. It can be

seen that there are strong west

erly i.e. coming from the west,
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Fig. 4. odelpredicted vegetation

for the iddle Earth simulation. The

approximate position of places dis

cussed in the text are also shown

for reference.

towards the east winds in the

coastal southern regions of id

dle Earth, in particular in the

ay of elfalas. onversely, there

are easterly winds in the north

of iddle Earth. This may explain

why ships sailing to the Undying

lands to the est tended to set

sail from the rey Havens, situated

in the region of these easterly

winds.

The vegetation component of

the model allows us to examine

the modelpredicted vegetation

of iddle Earth. It is important

to realise that the vegetation

model does not take account of

disturbance of vegetation from

its natural state such as for

est fires caused inadvertently

or otherwise by dragons, defor

estation by dwarves, the growing

of pipeweed by hobbits, or the

wanton destruction by orcs. This

is the same for the simulation

of the Earth, where the model

does not take into account the

activities of humans in modifying

vegetation, such as the defor

estation of the Amazon.

The modelpredicted vegetation

of iddle Earth, shown in Figure ,

depends strongly on the model

predicted rainfall and tempera

ture. As a result, deserts are

found in the warm dry regions

of the far South, and lowlying

shrub is found over much of or

dor. Shrub and cold desert is

found on the peaks of the isty

ountains and the Iron Hills in

the orth, and lue ontains in the

est. uch of the rest of iddle

Earth is covered with forests.

This is consistent with reports

I have heard from Elrond that

squirrels could once travel from

the region of the Shire all the

way to Isengard.

An interesting question in rela

tion to these results is to ask

where in the Earth is most like a

certain place in iddle Earth. For

example, one may be particularly

interested in knowing where in

the Earth is most like The Shire.

The climate model predicts that

the annual average temperature

of The Shire is 7.0◦, and that

the annual rainfall is 61 cm per

year. Figure a shows the regions

of the Earth which share this

annualaverage climate regions in

green have a temperature within

2◦ of that of the Shire, regions

in blue have a rainfall within

6 cmyear of the Shire, and re

gions in red are most Shirelike

matching both temperature and

rainfall. y this metric, eastern

Europe has the greatest concen

tration of Shirelike climate, in

particular elarus. It is interest

ing to note that in the U Figure

b, the most Shirelike region is

centered around incolnshire and

eicestershire. In ew ealand Figure

c, north of Dunedin in the South

Island might be considered the

ideal location to film a motion

picture based in the Shire...

The same question can be asked

about ordor Figure d,e,f. os An

geles and western Texas are no

table for being amongst the most

ordorlike regions in the USA, and

in Australia, much of ew South

ales, as well as Alice Springs,
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. a,b,c lue regions show where on the Earth is most Shirelike in terms

of rainfall; reen regions show where on the Earth is most Shirelike in

terms of temperature; and ed regions show where on the Earth is most

Shirelike in terms of both temperature and rainfall. c,d,e The same as a,b,c,

but for ordor instead of The Shire.

have an annual average climate

very similar to that of ordor.

5 ore on the importance of cli

mate sensitivity

The Intergovernmental Panel on

limate hange IP currently esti

mate, with high confidence, that

climate sensitivity the tempera

ture response of the Earth to a

doubling of atmospheric 2 concen

trations, see Section is in the

range 1.5 to 4.5◦, with values less

than 1◦ beign extremely unlikely.

In reality, 2 concentrations are

increasing over time, not instan

taneously doubling, but to put

the numbers in context, at cur

rent rates of human 2 emissions,

the Earth could reach a dou

bling 560 ppm from a baseline of

280 ppm by the year 2050.

The actual value of climate

sensitivity is uncertain, because

our climate models are not per

fect representations of reality.

In particular, the importance of

many feedbacks, which can amplify

or decrease the magnitude of

climate change, are uncertain, be

cause the processes which gov

ern them are so complex, and

involve the interactions of many

parts of the whole Earth system.

These interactions involve, for

example, the biology of living

plants and animals, the chemistry

of atmospheric particles, the ice

sheets of reenland and Antarc

tica, and the complex circula

tion patterns of the atmosphere

and ocean.

However, it is posible to ob

tain information on climate sen

sitivity from studying past cli

mates. In particular, if past 2

concentrations and past temper

ature changes can be estimated,

in theory climate sensitivity can

be estimated. limate scientists at
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the University of ristol are aim

ing to assess the utility of

the past climates of the last

150 million years for estimating

climate sensitivity. In particular

they will investigate how climate

sensitivity varies as the conti

nents move, and tectonics change

the height and shape of moun

tains and ocean floors. As well

as allowing a better understand

ing the workings of the planet

that we well, Earthlings at least

live on, it will allow them to

identify key time periods in which

climate sensitivity was likely to

be similar to that of modern,

and allow new pastclimate data

to be collected for those time

periods.

nowledge of the value of cli

mate sensitivity, and its associ

ated confidence and uncertainty,

can be a starting point for

the assessment of the impacts

of future climate change, for

example the changing risk asso

ciated with heatwaves, flooding,

droughts, and associated impacts

on crops or spread of diseases.

This then leads onto the as

sessment of the costs of cli

mate change, on humanity and on

ecosystems and the Earth as a

whole, and also leads onto the

costs of adapting to climate

change for example the building

of flood defences, or migration

of populations away from inhos

pitable regions. This then has to

be weighed against the costs or

added to the benefits of mov

ing to a lowcarbon economy and

reducing emissions of greenhouse

gases such as 2. This whole assess

ment process is handled in the

Earth by the Intergovernmental

Panel on limate hange IP, who pro

duce reports every 5 years or

so on all aspects of this prob

lem the Interkingdom Panel on

limate hange in iddle Earth was

recently disbanded after a fight

broke out in the final plenary

session and several oordinating

ead Authors were sadly beheaded.

The reports are summarised in a

series of very accessible summaries,

freely available online . These are

aimed at policymakers, because ul

timately it is the policymakers

who make the big decisions about

when and how to act, and how to

incentivise action by individuals,

industry and commerce. ur future

is in their hands.

6 Discussion

Here I discuss how the simula

tions of iddle Earth could be

improved. The scientists at ristol

do not intend to make these im

provements, but they are worth

listing because they demonstrate

techniques currently being used

to better understand the past

and future climate of the Earth.

The regional climate of iddle

Earth would be better investi

gated with a higher resolution,

nested or regional model. The

gridboxes in these regional mod

els are smaller than in a global

model, and so more detail is ob

tained, and smallscale features

of the atmosphere and ocean are

better represented.

In this study I have only

used one model, Had3. This brings

about uncertainties, because this

model is only one of many I

could have used, which in gen

eral give different results, due

to differing representation of

key physical processes, in partic

ular those which occur at a spa

tial scale smaller than one grid

box. There are two approaches

commonly used to address this

uncertainty: 1 model intercompar

ison projects IPs, and 2 param

eter pertubation studies PPEs.

IPs are coordinated studies in

which several modelling groups

with different models all carry

out an identical set of simula

tions. This allows modelmodel dif

ferences to be investigated. PPEs
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are similar, but a single model is

used, and many simulations are car

ried out, each with different val

ues of key uncertain parameters

in the model. These parameters

may be uncertain because there

are not enough meteorological

or oceanographic observations to

properly constrain them, or they

may be associated with scalingup

smallscale processes to the scale

of one gridbox. oth these ap

proaches result in an ensemble

of results, which allow the un

certainty in our predictions of

climate to be assessed.

This work could be developed by

assessing the sensitivity of the

iddle Earth climate to uncer

tainties in the applied boundary

conditions. In particular, given

the undoubted variations in 2

due to the nefarious activities

of Sauron and Saruman, evaluat

ing the climate sensitivity of

iddle Earth would be an inter

esting exercise. Such activities

also manifest themselves in terms

of landuse change, and so impos

ing vegetation distributions from

maps found in the libraries of inas

Tirith would also be an important

piece of future work.

limate models on Earth are rou

tinely tested and evaluated by

comparing results with the ex

tensive global observational net

work of weather stations e.g.

rain guages and thermometers

and satellite data. Due to time

constraints I am currently over

whelmed by petty adminstrative

tasks placed on me by the hite

ouncil, I have not aimed to eval

uate the simulations of iddle

Earth with reference to mete

orological records, such as the

ed ook of estmarch known as The

ord of the ings and The Hob

bit by inhabitants of Earth. In

any case, care must be taken if

this approach were to be used,

because the model results I have

presented are climatological

i.e. averages over a long period

of time, as opposed to instan

taneous observations of, perhaps,

snowstorms in the isty ountains. As

discussed in Section , the model

does predict weather. However,

the modelled weather would very

quickly diverge from any real

weather because the atmosphere

is chaotic, in that very small

differences in prediction rapidly

grow to cover the whole of id

dle Earth hence the proverb

about the flapping of a butter

flys wings in the Shire causing a

hurricane in ordor.

7 onclusions

In this paper, I have pre

sented climate model simulations

of three time periodsworlds: The

odern Earth, Dinosaur Earth ∼65
million years ago, and iddle

Earth. The strengths and weak

nesses of climate models have

been discussed and illustrated

through the examples. I have dis

cussed the importance of assess

ing climate sensitivity in the con

text of current global warming,

and highlighted the key role

played by the IP, and the re

sponsibilty placed on policymak

ers to act upon the information

therein. I have introduced a E

funded project which will aim to

increase our understanding of cli

mate sensitivity in past climates.

The main findings concerning id

dle Earth are that:

The climate of iddle Earth has

a similar distribution to that

of estern Europe and orth

Africa.

ordor had an inhospitable cli

mate, even ignoring the ef

fects of Sauron hot and

dry with little vegetation.

Ships sailing for the Undying

ands in the est set off from

the rey Havens due to the pre

vailing winds in that region.
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uch of iddle Earth would have

been covered in dense forest

if the landscape had not been

altered by dragons, orcs, wiz

ards etc.

incolnshire or eicestershire in

the U, or near Dunedin in the

South Island of ew ealand,

have an annualaverage climate

very similar to that of The

Shire.

os Angeles and western Texas

in the USA, and Alice Springs

in Australia, have an annual

average climate very similar to

that of ordor.
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